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This thesis is focus on developing pattern recognition techniques to trace the 
origins and propagation of the Pre-Tropical Storm Debby (2006) African easterly waves 
(AEWs) and mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) using satellite imagery.  The results 
are used to verify a numerical weather prediction (NWP) model.  The pre-Debby MCSs’ 
movement and formation needs to be precisely and objectively tracked.  These MCSs 
could be generated over mountains in North Africa, such as Ethiopian Highlands (EH), 
Darfur Mountains (DF), and Asir Mountains (AS), going through complicated splitting 
and merging processes.  Thus, an objectively analyzed MCS movement is essential not 
only to help provide data to verify numerical modeling results, but also to help 
understand the formation and propagation of the African easterly waves and MCSs.  The 
technique used could be applied to other AEWs and MCSs leading to tropical 
cyclogenesis.  This, in turn, will improve the NWP over the data sparse areas, such as 
over eastern and central North Africa. 
The accuracy of numerical simulations of pre-tropical cyclone (TC) AEWs and 
MCSs is improved by fusing data with different data fusion techniques.  In order to 
provide enhanced information to help predict the weather, this thesis investigates various 
techniques of data fusion.  In many cases, fusing data provides more accurate and 
xv 
 








A tropical cyclone (TC) is a “non-frontal synoptic-scale warm core” low-pressure 
system that originates over tropical or subtropical oceans and contains organized deep 
convection and a defined cyclonic surface wind circulation (Lin 2007, p. 347).  The 
formation of TCs over the eastern Atlantic Ocean region, off the North Africa coast, 
remains an important research topic due to the lack of scientific understanding and sparse 
data in the area.  Prior studies have shown that the source disturbances for the 
development of Atlantic TCs are African easterly waves (AEWs) with mesoscale 
convective systems (MCSs) embedded in them.  AEWs are disturbances that propagate 
westward in Africa and MCSs are a complex of organized thunderstorms on a scale larger 
than individual thunderstorms but smaller than cyclones.  The AEWs are prominent in the 
Northern Hemisphere from June until early October and usually have a wavelength of 
2000-4000 km, a phase speed of 7-9 m s-1, and a period of approximately 3-5 days (Reed 
et al. 1977; Zawislak and Zipser 2010, p. 26).  Although only a few AEWs are organized 
and strengthen, it is noted that the AEW-induced TCs account for about 60% of the 
Atlantic Ocean’s TCs and for about 85% of major hurricanes (Landsea 1993; Lin et al. 
2010, p. 3; Pielke and Landsea 1998).  Classification and prediction of TCs is a well-
known difficult task due to the lack of understanding of physical mechanisms that are 
involved in the cyclogenesis, which is the technical term to describe the development and 
strengthening stage of a TC. 
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Forecasters have difficulty representing these storms accurately in numerical 
weather prediction (NWP) models as well as detecting and predicting the early stages of 
cyclogenesis with confidence (Piñeros and Ritchie 2006, p. 1).  Therefore, the physical 
processes associated with TC development is a research topic of great interest.  This 
research topic is of importance to forecasters because it will improve the accuracy of 
information to help prepare for TCs in a timely manner by being able to locate where 
many TCs originate and signs of cyclogenesis.  Satellite observations have assisted 
earlier studies with showing that MCSs which are embedded within AEWs can lead to 
TC development (Simpson et al. 1968).  Analysis of satellite observations is an effective 
approach for understanding atmospheric properties and is widely used for weather 
forecasting and prediction purposes (Mandal et al. 2005).  This is for the reason that it 
relates important features to physical processes that may occur in the atmosphere.  One 
method to reliably detect or predict the development of a TC is to examine the evolution 
of cloud clusters using satellite observations.  However, determining whether cloud 
clusters will develop into TCs is proven by many to be a difficult task (Piñeros et al. 
2010).    
An objectively analyzed AEW-MCS movement using satellite observations is 
essential to understanding the formation and propagation of developing TCs.  Grazzini et 
al. (2001) stated that pixel’s grey level values from satellite observations give impressive 
insights on cloudy structures in a precise way.  This fact is the basis of ongoing research 
to help forecasters predict or analyze TC evolution, formation, and intensity.  This thesis 
focuses on expanding the current research on determining the origins of Africa-originated 
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TCs that are impacted by an AEW and MCSs by using solely satellite observations.  
Forecasters will be able to use the proposed techniques to assist in determining the 
origins of these TCs which will assist in the difficult task of predicting the storms.  The 
main focus of this thesis is to develop data fusion and pattern recognition techniques to 
trace the origins and propagation of the pre-tropical storm (TS) Debby (2006) MCSs 
using satellite imagery. 
Data fusion is the process of combining data from multiple sources, such as 
sensors, in order to make inferences about an event of interest such as weather.  This 
process will be used to combine different satellite images together in an efficient manner 
in order to obtain the most important features from each source, also known as image 
fusion.  Pattern recognition is the process of assigning a label to a given instance.  Pattern 
recognition techniques for this research are used to separate (or group) the data into 
different clusters (or classes) based on some inherent similarity measure using 
unsupervised techniques. Due to the lack of understanding of AEW formation and 
propagation, unsupervised pattern recognition is used for this research since there is no 
ground truth available.  The data fusion and pattern recognition techniques that are used 
will help improve the accuracy of numerical simulations of pre-TC AEWs and MCSs and 
can be applied to other AEWs and MCSs leading to tropical cyclogenesis.  It is 
hypothesized that the Ethiopian Highlands (EH) and other mountains may play a role in 
initiating the AEW and its associated MCSs along with other environmental factors.  
These factors are analyzed and the hypothesis is validated. 
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The focus of this research is to trace the origins and propagation of pre-TS Debby 
(2006) MCSs using pattern recognition and data fusion.  This thesis is structured as 
follows: Chapter 2 consists of a more extensive review of literature associated with 
tropical cyclogenesis over North Africa and possible techniques for tracing the origins 
and propagation of pre-Debby (2006).  Chapter 3 details the methodology used in this 
research; Chapter 4 describes the pre-Debby AEW-MCS and analysis; Chapter 5 









To understand the work presented in this thesis, it is necessary to understand the 
basics of MCSs, AEWs, data fusion and image processing methods.  A brief literature 
review is presented below for these important topics.  
 
2.1 Mesoscale Convective System And African Easterly Wave  
2.1.1 Mesoscale Convective System 
MCSs are considered to be an organized cluster of thunderstorms with a spatial 
scale of 100-1000 km which is equivalent to approximately 1-10 degrees in 
longitude/latitude (Lin 2007, p. 322).  MCSs are usually round or linear in shape and can 
form in different environments.  Some form in a moist environment with strong wind 
shear and others occur in a moist environment with no wind shear.  These MCSs can 
sometimes merge together and with the right conditions they can form TCs. 
In satellite images, a MCS looks like a mesoscale cloud cluster, which has a 
circular or oval shape depending on upper level wind strength.  In this thesis the clouds of 
interest are high- and middle-level clouds since higher clouds usually have longer life 
cycles.  With that in mind, this thesis separates the middle- and high-level clouds into 
classes.  When separating middle-level clouds, the classes will include altocumulus, 
altostratus, and nimbostratus clouds.  Altocumulus clouds usually complement tropical 
waves, such as the AEWs, and large organized cyclones.  This type of cloud is also a sign 
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of vertical motion and moisture in the middle-troposphere which is the reason of 
importance (University at Albany 2007, p. 2).  The Altostratus and Nimbostratus clouds 
are normally found close to cyclones, therefore when they are present, it is an indicator 
that a cyclone is present as well.   
Cirrus, cirrostratus, anvil cirrus, and cirrocumulus are types of clouds that are 
included when separating high-level clouds.  Cirrus clouds are considered as thin strands 
of clouds in which the longer the strand, the stronger the associated wind might be.  
These clouds can easily be viewed in satellite imagery.  Cirrostratus clouds cover the sky 
as a continuous sheet of ice crystals which cover a widespread area.  Many people can 
spot this type of cloud from the earth’s surface because if the sun or moon is surrounded 
by a “halo”, the cloud is almost certainly cirrostratus.  There are two types of high-level 
clouds that are more relevant to developing TCs.  Anvil cirrus clouds are irregularly 
shaped and are usually parallel to upper level winds.  These clouds are dense remains of 
thunderstorms which are thin and dissipate rapidly (University at Albany 2007, p. 1).  
When this type of cloud is present, it is an implication that a storm was at that location 
recently.  Cirrocumulus clouds usually precede a cyclone that has developed rapidly.  
These types of clouds are formed when the upper troposphere contains upward vertical 
motions.  These clouds are made of ice crystals and consist of tiny individual clouds with 
a rippled pattern at high altitudes (University at Albany 2007, p. 1).  They form when 
cirrus or cirrostratus clouds are warm which causes air to rise and sink inside the cloud.  
This effect causes the ice crystals in the cloud to change into water vapor and make gaps.  
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The preceding cloud types are important in this thesis especially when tracking the MCSs 
to find the origin of a tropical cyclone. 
2.1.2 African Easterly Waves 
Understanding the interactions involved in the formation of AEWs and MCSs 
over North Africa is essential when tracking the AEW-MCS systems.  Tropical 
cyclogenesis is often led by disturbances in the atmosphere such as propagating AEWs.  
The AEWs are the dominant synoptic weather systems in West Africa and are the main 
precursors of TCs in the Atlantic Ocean.  Satellite data assisted the work in Simpson et al. 
(1968) and Carlson (1969)) to trace the Atlantic tropical cyclogenesis from disturbances 
over West and Central Africa around 10oN, but not in East Africa.  AEWs usually arise 
from instability of the mid-tropospheric African easterly jet (AEJ) and develop sustained 
convection which, in most cases, becomes a TC (Berry and Thorncroft 2005, p. 752).  
Inconsistency in AEW activity modulates TC activity; therefore, understanding the 
circumstances under which AEWs dissipate has the potential to enhance predictability of 
tropical cyclogenesis and TC formation (Agudelo et al. 2010, p. 1).   
Hill and Lin (2003,p. 36(1)) suggested that the Ethiopian Highlands region is a 
favorable location for the development of AEW which are formed over land, within the 
tropical rain forest belt of equatorial Africa, or develop downstream of mountain ranges.  
This disturbance then propagates to the western coastline of Africa where some MCSs 
develop into TCs.  This occurs when the MCSs form at the crest of a wave-like structure 
and exhibit banding features (Laing and Fritsch, 1993, p. 2261).  Hodges and Thorncroft 
(1997, p. 2832) concluded in their study that majority of MCSs originate near the EH and 
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Hill and Lin (2003, p. 36-2) observed that the MCSs that form on the lee side of the EH 
propagate downstream of the EH region with the associated AEW.  Mozer and Zehnder 
(1996, p. 539) found through simulation that the low-level easterly flow over the Atlas 
and Hoggar Mountains in Western Africa results in a baro-tropically unstable jet which 
produces many lee vortices that propagate downstream from the mountain.  This region 
also houses the AEJ as a result of the string temperature gradient over the surface of 
North Africa which is in response to the differences in climate between the Sahara and 
the African rain belt.  Pytheroulis and Thorncroft (1999, p. 2274) suggested that the 
locations of the AEWs are closely associated with the movement of the AEJ and these 
waves migrate when the AEJ migrates.  Grist (2002, p. 198) found that AEJs behave 
differently in wet and dry years and therefore since AEWs are closely associated, AEWs 
differ as well.  AEWs are often associated with MCSs while they travel westward (Lin et 
al. 2010, p. 2; Laing and Fritsch 1993, p. 2255) which helps make AEWs detectable from 
satellite imagery.   
 
2.2 Data Fusion 
Data fusion is a process of combining data from multiple sources to estimate or 
predict an event of interest like weather (Hall and McMullen 2004, p. 1).  The accuracy 
of initial fields in numerical simulations of TC AEWs and MCSs will be improved by 
fusing data with different data fusion techniques.  When fusing data, it is important that 
the sources used for fusion are similar in some way.  For this research, the source satellite 
images have gray level values and are scaled in the same manner in order to make sure 
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that the fusion process is accurate.  Due to the fact that this thesis focuses on satellite 
imagery, image fusion is the type of data fusion which will be used. 
2.2.1 Image Fusion 
Lacewell et al. (2010, p. 116) defined image fusion as “the process of combining 
the most relevant information from multiple source images to obtain an accurate fused 
image.”  Prior research in weather forecasting has verified that it is quite difficult to 
obtain all necessary information from a single satellite image.  This fact is found 
beneficial to fuse images from multiple sensors into a single image which contains the 
most relevant information from source images (Mumtaz and Majid 2008, p. 6).  A main 
disadvantage of current image fusion techniques is that most techniques simply merge the 
image data together which results in information loss and a change in spectral 
characteristics of an image (Lacewell et al. 2010, p. 116).  Research has been done on 
different image fusion techniques which produce an accurately fused image that displays 
the most significant features of the source images and these techniques are reviewed. 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique based on the mechanics of natural 
selection and genetics that solves optimization problems.  This technique can find a 
reasonable solution to complex problems quickly and efficiently by searching through a 
large and complex space.  In this technique, an initial population of randomly generated 
candidate solutions, which are strings of ones and zeros, of length   are evaluated by a 














where x specifies the precision (typically 0.001), and Xmin and Xmax are the minimum 
and maximum values of the optimal weight which is selected by the GA search.  A pair 
of fitter candidates is then selected to breed a “child” solution using mutation and/or 
crossover.  This process continues until a new population of solutions is generated and a 
solution that meets the minimum criteria of the problem is found (Mumtaz et al. 2008, p. 
7).  When incorporating GA with pixel level image fusion, it generates a fused image 
through weight average of source images (Lacewell et .al 2010, p. 117).  In general, this 
method is computationally expensive since many candidate solutions are searched in 





In this block diagram, WV and IR are the water vapor and infrared source images, 
respectively. The WWV and WIR are the optimal weights of the source images which are 
calculated using GA, and F represents the final fused image.  Note that 1 IRWV WW  









and therefore only one parameter can be obtained through GA.  The equation used to 
obtain the fused image is IRWWVWF IRWV **  . 
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a wavelet transform with discretely sampled 
wavelets that captures both frequency and time information.  When using DWT on 
images, it decomposes into a multi-resolution representation with low-high frequency 
bands, the high-low bands, and the high-high bands which captures coarse information 
and detailed information (Lacewell et al. 2010, p. 117).  Once these bands are obtained, 
the coefficients whose absolute values are higher are selected to integrate the images, 
therefore the fusion takes the more dominant features.  The block diagram of this method 
is shown in Figure 2.2.  To obtain the fused image, an inverse wavelet transform must be 















Lacewell et al. (2010, p. 118) proposed an image fusion method that incorporates 
both pixel level GA based image fusion and DWT based image fusion.  Figure 2.3 





This method combines a feature vector based on normalized central moments of 
wavelet edges after multi-resolution decomposition, and a feature vector based on the 
mean and standard deviation of the magnitude of the wavelet coefficients into a single 
1x40 feature vector for each source image.  The two constructed feature vectors, WVsig 
and IRsig, are the inputs to the genetic search which calculates the optimal weights of the 
source images in the same manner as the pixel level GA based image fusion technique. 
Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS) is a color model which describes color in terms of 
intensity, hue and saturation.  This technique is used to merge images with different 
Figure 2.3.  Block diagram of discrete wavelet transform and genetic algorithm 












spatial resolutions (Kamontum 2009, p. 19).  Each component of IHS is described as 
follows: 
 Intensity describes the brightness of a color where lower intensities are darker  
colors and higher intensities are brighter colors. 
 Hue refers to the pure spectrum colors 
 Saturation indicated the purity of a color 
Spatial and spectral information of an image can by separated by using the IHS color 
model since spatial information and spectral information are represented by the intensity, 
the hue and saturation, respectively.    
At times, it is necessary to increase the spatial resolution of a satellite image.  To 
do so, the low resolution multispectral image, which is in the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) 
color space, can be converted to the IHS system and “pan-sharpening” is performed.  
Pan-sharpening is a process in which the intensity component is replaced by values from 
a higher resolution image.  The higher resolution IHS image is then transformed back to 
the RGB color system.  There is a constraint to this method.  In this method, the number 
of input bands has a limitation to only three from a lower resolution image and one band 
of a higher resolution image (Kamontum 2009, p. 20).  It is also common to change RGB 
images to other color spaces such as the Commission Internationale de L'Éclairage (CIE) 
introduced L*a*b* color space which quantifies visual color differences. 
 
2.3 Image Processing 
Image processing is any form of information processing for which both the input 
and output are images (Julian Rubin 2011).  This method plays an essential role in the 
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interpretation of information obtained from satellite images.  There are many image 
processing techniques that can be applied to satellite imagery.  But, we are interested in 
viewing the AEWs and MCSs in the satellite imagery which contains many patterns.  We 
believe pattern recognition techniques are helpful for this research.   
2.3.1 Pattern Recognition 
Pattern recognition is a technique that separates input data between populations 
by searching for features among members of that population (Theodoridis and 
Koutroumbas 2003, p. 1).  When recognizing patterns, the patterns must possess a set of 
measurable characteristics.  If the measurements are similar within a group of patterns, 
they are members of the same pattern class.  Pattern recognition has three important 
concepts which are decision functions, features and clustering.  Clustering is discussed 
below. 
2.3.1.1 Clustering 
Clustering refers to the process of assigning a label to members of a population 
where members with similar measurable characteristics are placed in the same class.  
Clustering can be divided into two categories: supervised and unsupervised.  Supervised 
clustering is when the user lets their knowledge of the data guide the clustering process.  
Unsupervised clustering refers to the clustering process where no knowledge is known 
concerning the membership of the data to specific classes (Theodoridis and Koutroumbas 
2003, p. 6-7).  This method is helpful in processing satellite imagery due to the fact that 
pattern information in the satellite images is usually unknown. 
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An important component of a clustering algorithm is the measure of similarity, 
which establishes a rule for assigning members to a particular class.  One commonly used 
measure of similarity is the Euclidean distance.  The Euclidean distance between two 
patterns x and m can be determined using the following equation: 
mD  x  
When using this similarity measure, the smaller the distance, the more similar the two 
patterns are.  There are other similarity measures that are sometimes useful such as the 
Mahalanobis distance.  The Mahalanobis distance is a useful measure when statistical 
properties are being considered.  The distance from x to m is  
)()'( 1 mxCmx  D  
where (x – m)’ represents the transpose of (x – m), C is the covariance matrix of a 
pattern population, m is the mean vector, and x is a variable pattern (Theodoridis and 
Koutroumbas 2003, p. 25).  Once a similarity measure is chosen, it is then necessary to 
specify a procedure for segmenting the given data into clusters (classes).   
The Max-Min distance algorithm is a simple intuitive procedure which is based 
on the Euclidean distance concept (Tou and Gonzalez 1974, p. 92).  The steps for this 
clustering technique are as follows: 
1. Let the first data point, x1, become the first cluster center, z1. 
2. Determine the farthest sample from x1 and make it the second cluster center, z2 
3. Compute distances of the remaining samples from z1 and z2. 
4. If the distance is more than the defined significant fraction (α) of the average 
distance of existing centers (d > α DAVG) then create a new center and go to step 
3.  Else, no more new centers can be created so go to step 5. 
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5. Assign each sample to the nearest cluster center. 
The K-Means clustering method is one of the simplest unsupervised learning 
algorithms.  The procedure is as follows (Tou and Gonzalez 1974, p. 94): 
1. Choose K initial clusters, usually the first K samples of the given sample set 
2. At the mth iterative step, distribute the samples among K centers using the 
formula: 
)()( if )( mmmS ijj zxzxx   
for all i = 1, 2, …, K, i ≠ j, where Sj(m) is the set of samples whose cluster center 
is zj(m). 



























where j = 1, 2, …, K, and Nj is the number of samples in Sj(m). 
4. If zj(m+1) = zj(m) for j = 1, 2, …, K then algorithm converges and terminate 
process.  Otherwise go to step 2. 
This method of clustering is expected to result in acceptable results when the data exhibit 
characteristic gaps which are somewhat far from each other.   
Another clustering method that has been used more frequently is the Fuzzy C-
Means (FCM) algorithm which is a method of clustering that allows a data point to 
belong to two or more clusters.  The steps for FCM clustering algorithm is as follows 
(Albayrak and Amasyali 2003, p. 2): 
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where   ,1m  is a weighing exponent, n is the number of inputs and xj is the 
data points. 
3. Compute dissimilarity between centroids and data points 
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4. Compute new U.  If  )()1( kUkU , the user-defined sensitivity threshold, 





























This algorithm is very similar to k-means but it minimizes the intra-cluster variance  
2.3.1.2 Feature Extraction and Tracking 
In image processing, feature extraction is the technique for acquiring relevant 
features that help to better understand the data.  There are many feature extraction 
methods but there are a few that are commonly used.  Object tracking is an image 
processing problem that can benefit from an accurate feature extraction method, for 
example tracing the origins and propagations of pre-TCs.  In the atmosphere, there are 
different levels of clouds: high-, middle-, and low-level.  The temperature of these clouds 
are directly proportional to the gray level in satellite imagery, therefore, gray level feature 
extraction methods are helpful in the focus of this thesis (Upreti 2011, p. 10-11).  The 
gray level feature extraction method reduces the dimensionality of the feature vector by 
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splitting the image histogram into optimal number of bins.  The frequencies of the pixels 
in each of the optimized bins of the histogram represent the gray level feature vector. 
Texture feature extraction methods are another form of feature extraction that 
may be helpful for this thesis.  There are three different approaches for this method: 
structural, spectral, and statistical.  The statistical approach can compute the texture of an 
image by using statistical techniques.  The statistical Gray level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM) approach can be used to extract features of the clouds in the satellite images.  
GLCM calculates the presence of specific pairs and spatial relationship of the pixels in an 
image and then characterizes the texture of that image.  The number of possible gray 
levels in an image affects the size of the co-occurrence matrix; therefore it is less 
computationally expensive if the gray levels in an image are quantized.  Haralick et al. 
(1973, p. 619) suggested 14 measures that can describe the texture of an image.  Out of 
those measures energy, homogeneity, contrast and correlation are important to describe 
the texture of a satellite image containing clouds.  The energy measure is a measure of 
uniformity which is the sum of the squared elements in the GLCM.  The contrast measure 
is a measure of intensity contrast between a pixel and its neighbor.  Homogeneity 
measures the spatial closeness of the distribution elements in GLCM to the diagonal.  
Correlation is a measure of how a pixel is correlated to its neighbor over the entire image 
(Gonzalez 2009).  The texture measures are calculated by the following equation where 
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A single GLCM cannot describe the texture of an image therefore it is necessary 
to create multiple GLCMs.  Once the multiple GLCMs are created, the texture measures 
should then be calculated.  The mean of the values from the texture measures can be 
calculated in order to reduce the dimensionality and computational cost.  The texture 
feature vector is created from the average value for the texture measures by using the 
equation below where N is the number of GLCMs used and Tmea represents the texture 











There are also object tracking methods which use feature extraction methods in 
their algorithm.  An example of this is the mean shift tracking algorithm which is an 
iterative method.  The iterations of this method are meant to find the target candidate that 
is more similar to the target of the current frame by using the Bhattacharyya coefficient 
as the similarity measure.  The steps for this algorithm are found below where y is the 
centroid of the object (Kheng 2007, p.17): 
1. Initialize the location of the target in the current frame as y 
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2. Compute the probability p of color u in the target, pu(y), and the Bhattacharyya 
coefficient, ρ, as follows  






























where yi denotes pixel locations of the target centered at y, b(yi) denotes the color 
bin of the color at yi, h is the radius of the object being tracked, kernel profile k 
weights contribution by distance to centroid, Ck is the normalization constant, and 


















































































where g represents a new kernel which is equal to -k’(x). 
4. Compute pu(z) and ρ(p(z),q) using the equations in step 2 




6. If yz   is small enough, stop.  Otherwise, set z → y and go to step 1 
This method has satisfactory results when estimating the position of the target object, but 
not when estimating the scale and orientation changes.   
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The scale and orientation adaptive mean shift tracking (SOAMST) method was 
proposed by Ning et al. (2010) and it improves the downfalls of mean shift tracking.  The 
implementation of this algorithm is summarized below: 
1. Calculate the target model q̂  and initialize the position, y0, of the target candidate 































where δ is the Kronecker delta function, b(xi*) associates the pixel xi* to the 
histogram bin, and k(x) is an isotropic kernel profile. 
2. Initialize the iteration number 0k  
















































where {xi}i=1,…,n are pixels in the target candidate region centered at y, and h is the 
bandwidth. 
4. Calculate the weight vector   niiw ,...,2,1  using 













where  and  ixb  have the same meaning as in mean-shift tracking. 



















6. Let dyy  01 , 01 yy  .  Set the error threshold,  (default is 0.1), and the 
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where the vectors (u11, u21)
T and (u12, u22)
T represent the orientation of the two 
main axes of the real target in the target candidate, A is the estimated area of the 
target, and λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix, while 
 21  Aa  , and  12  Ab  . 
8. Estimate the initial target candidate model for the next frame using 
    1** 1121   TyxCovyx  
The SOAMST algorithm can solve problems of estimating the scale and orientation 
changes of the target and it is based on the area of the target and the corrected second 








The purpose of this thesis is to use data fusion and pattern recognition techniques 
to trace the origins and propagations of Pre-TS Debby (2006) MCSs.  The block diagram 
for the methodology used is displayed in Figure 3.1 and the steps below have been 
performed for this study. 
 
 




Fuse Water Vapor and 
Infrared Images 
Apply Clustering To Cloud 
Top Height Images 
Feature Extraction 
and Tracking 
Add Longitude/Latitude Lines 
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3.1 Software Programs 
Few programs are used for visualization and computations for this research.  
Those programs are MathWorks Incorporated’s Matlab, ITT Visual Information 
Solutions’ IDL, and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA’s) 
Weather and Climate Toolkit.  Brief descriptions of these programs are found below. 
3.1.1 MathWorks Incorporated’s Matlab 
MathWorks Incorporated’s Matlab is a well known high level language that 
performs computationally exhaustive tasks faster than other programming languages such 
as C, C++, and Fortran.  Matlab is commonly used by engineers and can be used in a 
wide range of applications including control design, computational biology, and signal 
and image processing (MathWorks Incorporated).  In this research, Matlab is used for 
computation of image fusion, clustering, feature extraction and tracking techniques.   
3.1.2 ITT Visual Information Solutions’ IDL 
ITT Visual Information Solutions’ IDL is a well known programming language 
choice of scientists and engineers especially in the meteorology or climatology field.  
This language assists in interpreting data and can be used to create visualizations from 
complex numerical data (ITT Visual Information Solutions).  In this thesis, IDL is used to 
produce the satellite images from the satellite data obtained.  The images that are 
produced are all scaled to have 256 gray levels.  Scaling the images to have 256 gray 
levels causes more accurate results in the fusion stage.  All of the images that are 
produced using this language are then used as inputs to computations which are 
implemented in Matlab. 
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3.1.3 NOAA’s Weather and Climate Toolkit 
NOAA’s Weather and Climate Toolkit is an application which provides 




 Gridded Binary (GRB) and more gridded formats 
 GOES Satellite Man Computer interactive Data Access System (McIDAS) Files 
 NEXt Generation RADar (NEXRAD) Data (Level-II and Level-III) 
 U.S. Drought Monitor Service 
 Open-source Project for a Network Data Access Protocol (OPeNDAP) support for 
gridded datasets 
This toolkit also provides tools for displaying data overlays, animations and basic filters 
while it also allows images and movies to be exported in multiple formats (NOAA 2008).  
In this thesis, this toolkit was used to display the Cloud Top Height (CTH) data from the 
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellite which could not be read into IDL since it is 
in GRB format.  Once the images were produced in color, they were then exported and 
used as inputs to computations which are implemented in Matlab. 
 
3.2 Acquiring Satellite Data 
Satellite imagery is used in this research to trace the origins and propagation of 
the Pre-TS Debby (2006) MCSs.  Pre-TS Debby originated in Northern Africa in August 
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2006 and was classified a tropical storm for August 21-28, 2006.  Numerous amounts of 
data are being used for this research with a range of interest of 30oW – 60oE and 5o – 
15oN.  In order to have a chance for development, a TC needs to be ~5o from the equator.  
Throughout this thesis, all times are in a standard Greenwich time called UTC (or Z).  
Table 3.1 displays the UTC times in 3-hour intervals along with its equivalent Pacific, 
Central and Eastern times, respectively.  The satellite data obtained is for 8/10/00Z - 



















00 4pm 6pm 7pm 5pm 7pm 8pm 
03 7pm 9pm 10pm 8pm 10pm 11pm 
06 10pm 12am 1am 11pm 1am 2am 
09 1am 3am 4am 2am 4am 5am 
12 4am 6am 7am 5am 7am 8am 
15 7am 9am 10am 8am 10am 11am 
18 10am 12pm 1pm 11am 1pm 2pm 
21 1pm 3pm 4pm 2pm 4pm 5pm 
 
3.2.1 Gridded Satellite (GridSat) Data 
NOAA’s National Climate Data Center provides access to this dataset which 
includes global observations from a visible (VIS) channel at 0.6 µm, an infrared (IR) 
Table 3.1.  UTC time with its equivalent Pacific, Central, and Eastern times 
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channel at 11 µm, and an IR water vapor (WV) channel at 6.7 µm in a netCDF format.  
This dataset is derived from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project 
(ISCCP) B1 data and each channel senses different characteristics.  The VIS channel 
provides information on the clouds, the surface, and earth radiation budget variables such 
as aerosols and surface albedo.  The IR channel senses the Earth’s surface under clear sky 
conditions, cloud top temperature of thick clouds, and a combination of cloud and 
surface.  The IR WV channel is sensitive to humidity and moisture in the upper 
troposphere, which is the upper portion of the lowest of the Earth's atmospheric layers 
where most weather occurs.  The IR WV channel can also provide some information on 
circulation patterns (Knapp et al. 2011).  These characteristics are important for this 
research therefore GridSat data was obtained for the relevant fourteen day period in order 
to track the origins of pre-TS Debby (2006).  IDL is used to visualize this dataset and 
thresholds were applied to the data in order to make the clouds more viewable in the 
images.  For the VIS channel, only reflectance between 0.35 and 0.8 are displayed.  For 
the IR channel, only brightness temperatures between 175K and 275K are viewed while 
in the WV channel, brightness temperatures between 200K and 245K are displayed. 
3.2.2 Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) Data 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA’s) Goddard Earth 
Sciences Data Information and Services Center provides access to data from the AIRS 
instrument which is one of six instruments flying onboard NASA’s Aqua satellite.  This 
instrument provides daily global temperature profiles and moisture profiles with accuracy 
(Aumann et al. 2003).  Since AIRS is known for its accuracy, this data is used to display 
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the daily mean Outgoing Long-wave Radiation (OLR) data for the relevant days of this 
study.  The OLR data represents the energy leaving the earth as infrared radiation at low 
energy.  The OLR is also known to be responsible for weather and climate in the 
atmosphere. 
3.2.3 Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) Data 
The European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites 
(EUMETSAT) provides access to MSG geostationary satellite data which consists of a 
series of four geostationary meteorological satellites.  The MSG satellites carry the 
Spinning Enhanced Visible and IR Imager (SEVIRI).  This imager has twelve spectral 
channels which all have different main observational applications as shown in Table 3.2 
(Schmetz et al. 2004).  Based on main observational applications, occasionally the 
SEVIRI channels are used to visualize specific information of interest.  There are many 
satellite products that produce color representation of the main observational applications 
listed in Table 3.2 by combining the data from multiple channels of the SEVIRI 
instrument.  The MSG satellite also contains the Cloud Top Height (CTH) dataset which 
has different colors to represent the heights of the clouds in kilometers.  When visualizing 
this dataset, the following colors represent the heights of the clouds from highest to 
lowest: red, orange, yellow, green, and blue.  In this study, the middle- and the high-level 
clouds (represented by red, orange and yellow colors in the CTH dataset) are the clouds 














  cen min max  
1 VIS  0.6  0.635 0.56    0.71 Surface, clouds, wind fields 
2 VIS  0.8  0.810 0.74 0.88 Surface, clouds, wind fields 
3 NIR  1.6  1.640 1.50 1.78 Surface, cloud phase 
4 IR  3.9  3.900 3.48 4.36 Surface, clouds, wind fields 
5 WV  6.2  6.250 5.35 7.15 
Water vapor, high level 
clouds, atmospheric 
instability 
6 WV  7.3  7.350 6.85 7.85 
Water vapor, atmospheric 
instability 
7 IR  8.7  8.700 8.30 9.10 
Surface, clouds, atmospheric 
instability 
8 IR  9.7  9.660 9.38 9.94 Ozone 
9 IR 10.8 10.800 9.80 11.80 
Surface, clouds, wind fields, 
atmospheric instability 
10 IR 12.0 12.000 11.00 13.00 
Surface, clouds, atmospheric 
instability 
11 IR 13.4 13.400 12.40 14.40 
Cirrus cloud height, 
atmospheric instability 
12 HRV Broadband (~ 0.4 – 1.1 µm) Surface, clouds 
 
3.3 Image Fusion 
After acquiring and producing the satellite images, the GridSat data is used for 
image fusion.  The WV satellite images are fused with the IR satellite images in order to 
obtain a fused image containing the most important features relevant to convection 
features.  The image fusion technique used for this work is the DWT-GA based image 
fusion which was proposed by Lacewell et al. (2010).  Once the fused images are 
produced, this sequence of images is ready for feature extraction and tracking. 
  
Table 3.2.  Meteosat Second Generation SEVIRI instrument’s spectral channel 
 characteristics and the main application areas for each channel 
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3.4 Image Clustering 
Clustering is implemented in Matlab to segment the images which are produced 
with MSG’s CTH dataset.  To simplify the CTH imagery, the high- and middle-level 
clouds are extracted using morphological operators.  Once the image contains the 
relevant clouds, it is then converted to the CIE L*a*b* color space to simplify the 
clustering stage.  The clustering technique that is used in this research is the FCM 
algorithm which was described in the previous chapter.  The following command applies 
the FCM clustering method to a given dataset.  
[center, U, obj_fcn] = fcm(dataset, numberofclusters) 
The output argument center is the matrix of final cluster centers, U is the membership 
function matrix, and obj_fcn represents the values of the objective function during the 
iterations.  Once the clusters have been defined, the results are used to distinguish 
between cloud levels in the CTH images and the sequence of images is ready for feature 
extraction and tracking. 
 
3.5 Feature Extraction And Tracking 
The feature extraction and tracking portion of this thesis is the most important 
part in tracing the origin and propagations of pre-TS Debby (2006).  For this procedure, 
the SOAMST algorithm is used because it is known for its accurate results which were 
described in Chapter 2.  The key to successful results is to only select the region (or 
object) that is being tracked and set the parameters to a decent number.  When 
implementing this algorithm in Matlab, the search size when finding the target object is 
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set to 10.  Ten was used as the search size since the satellite data used are in 3-hour 
intervals.  Therefore, this value allows the algorithm a wider range to search which will 
reduce the error that may be caused from the time interval.  Using this search size 





CASE DESCRIPTION, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Case Description 
The track of the pre-Debby (2006) disturbance is analyzed previously by Lin et al. 
(2010) using Meteosat–8 satellite imagery and the Advanced Research Weather Research 
and Forecasting (ARW) model.  In their study, a cloud cluster prior to pre-Debby MCS 
can be traced back to the region of EH and AR around 8/11/00Z.  For convenience, 
Figure 4.1 shows geographical features Asir Mountains (AR), Bongo Massif (BM), 
Cameroon Highlands (CM), Darfur Mountains (DF), Eastern Arc Mountains (EA), 
Ethiopian highlands (EH), Futa Jallon Highlands (FJ), Gulf of Aden (GA), Gulf of 
Guinea (GG), Hoggar Mountains (HG), Ruwenzori Mountains (RZ), and Tibesti 





Figure 4.1.  Terrain data of Northern Africa with labels to indicate major 




The origins and propagation of pre-TS Debby (2006) MCSs have been properly 
tracked across Northern Africa.  The results of the methods discussed in the preceding 
chapter can be found below. 
4.2.1 Satellite Images 
4.2.1.1 GridSat Images 
NOAA’s GridSat data is used to produce satellite images using IDL.  For a better 
understandiing of GridSat’s channels, Figure 4.2 shows an example of the produced 
satellite images for the VIS, IR, and WV channels, respectively.  The VIS images display 
the visible reflectance, which is unitless, while the IR and WV channels display the 
brightness temperatures in Kelvin.  These images are produced in black and white for 
fusion purposes.  
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
  
Figure 4.2.  Examples of the produced satellite images from the GridSat data for (a) 
 visual channel, (b) infrared channel, and (c) infrared water vapor 
 channel for 8/22/12Z  
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To manually track the MCSs using this dataset, Hovmöller diagrams were 
produced in 3-hour intervals.  Figures 4.3-4.5 display these Hovmöller diagrams for the 
region of interest (50 – 150N, 300W-600E) for the VIS, IR and WV channels respectively.  
The VIS channel is only viewable during the day hours therefore this Hovmöller diagram 
only contains the hours of 09Z – 15Z for August 10 – 24.  The IR and WV channels can 
be seen throughout the day therefore it is easier to manually track the storm by using 
these channels.  Many studies pertaining to satellite imagery are based on the infrared 




Figure 4.3.  Hovmöller diagram of GridSat VIS channel from 8/10/09Z to 8/24/12Z 




Figure 4.4.  Hovmöller diagram of GridSat IR channel from 8/10/00Z to 8/24/12Z 






Figure 4.5.  Hovmöller diagram of GridSat WV channel from 8/10/00Z to 8/24/12Z 
 in 3-hour intervals for the pre-Debby (2006) system 
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4.2.1.2 AIRS Images 
The AIRS data is used to manually track the daily mean Outgoing Long-wave 
Radiation (OLR) also using a Hovmöller diagram.  The OLR data represents the total 
amount of radiation that is released from the earth’s atmosphere.  This parameter is 
known to guide the general circulation of the atmosphere and is responsible for the 
weather and climate (Japan Meteorological Agency 2007).  The Hovmöller diagrams of 
the OLR dataset clearly display the splitting and merging processes of cloud clusters (Lin 
et al. 2010, p. 14).  Figure 4.6 (b) shows this diagram and it is compared to Figure 4.6(a) 
which was produced by Lin et al. (2010, p. 43) using ARW modeling.  When viewing 
these two figures side by side, there are similarities which can imply that the model is 




Figure 4.6.  Hovmöller diagram of Outgoing Long-wave Radiation (a) using ARW 
 modeling and (b) using AIRS data 
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4.2.1.3 MSG Images 
The MSG’s CTH data is used for clustering as well as in the tracking stage of this 
work.  The purpose of using this data is due to the fact that higher clouds have longer life 
cycles.  Therefore, higher clouds have a better probability of living longer than lower 
clouds.  The cloud types discussed in Chapter 2 are of importance therefore clustering the 
CTH data simplifies the data by reducing the amount of data.  Figure 4.7 shows the 




Figure 4.7.  Hovmöller diagram of Meteosat Second Generation’s Cloud Top 
 Height data from 8/10/00Z to 8/24/12Z in 3-hour intervals for the 
 pre-Debby (2006) system   
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4.2.2 Image Fusion 
Using Matlab, image fusion is applied to the IDL produced GridSat  IR, and WV 
images.  The image fusion technique proposed by Lacewell et al. (2010) is used to 




Parameter Value Description 
ℓ 10.000 String length of population 
Xmin 0.100 The minimum value of possible optimal weight (WWV) 
Xmax 0.900 The maximum value of possible optimal weight (WWV) 











Size of population 
gen 100.00
0 
Number of generations 
pc 0.700 Probability of crossover 
Pm 0.002 Probability of mutation 
d 40.000 Dimensionality of the feature vectors 
Fitness 
function 
- This function evaluates the individuals in the population.  For 
this case, the root mean square error is used and is defined as 
 












































where Fsig(i), WVsig(i), and IRsig(i) are the i
th value in the Fsig, 
WVsig, and IRsig vectors respectively. 
 
Figure 4.8 displays an example of WV and IR source images along with their 
resulting fused image.  The result of this image fusion method has minimal error and 
Table 4.1. Parameters used in Discrete Wavelet Transform–Genetic Algorithm 
 based image fusion 
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produces a fused image which contains the most important features from the source 
images.  Errors in this image fusion technique could cause features to be undetected in 
the tracking stage therefore the accuracy of this technique is essential to achieving 
satisfactory results when tracking the MCSs.   
 




The images in Figure 4.9 show CTH images and their relative clustered image 
which are segmented into three classes determined by the FCM algorithm.  The CTH 
images are processed with morphological operators to close holes and to remove objects 
with fewer than 10 pixels.  The images are then converted to the CIE L*a*b* color space 
to prepare for the FCM clustering. 
 
  
Figure 4.8.  Example of image fusion. (a) WV source image, (b) IR source image, 




(a) (b) (c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) (g) (h) 
 
 
4.2.4 Feature Extraction and Tracking 
The IR, CTH, clustered, high- and middle-level cloud and fused image sequences 
are processed using the SOAMST algorithm.  This algorithm is used to extract features 
using the second central moment (variance) and to track the MCSs for 8/10/00Z–
Figure 4.9.  (a) Cloud Top Height image for 8/22/12Z, (b) CTH image after 
 image processing and morphological operators, (c)image 
 changed to L*a*b* color space, (d) clustered image, (e) CTH 
 image for 8/23/00Z, (f) CTH image after image processing and 
 morphological operators, (g) image changed to L*a*b* color 
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8/24/21Z.  For tracking, the TS Debby (2006) was selected as the object of interest.  Once 
selected, the algorithm then back tracks the storm to find the origin.  In the following 
figures, the relevant MCS is indicated by a circle and an arrow.  Figure 4.10 shows six 
frames from the results of the SOAMST algorithm when applied to the IR image 
sequence and it displays the final origin of the pre-Debby (2006) MCS.  Based on the 
results produced from applying the SOAMST algorithm to the IR image sequence, the 
origin of pre-TS Debby is at (10oN, 40oE) on 8/12/21Z. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
  
Figure 4.10.  Six frames produced by the SOAMST algorithm when applied to 
   the GridSat infrared image sequence representing (a) 8/13/12Z, (b) 
   8/13/09Z, (c) 8/13/06Z, (d) 8/13/03Z, (e) 8/13/00Z, and (f) 8/12/21Z 
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Figure 4.11 displays six extracted frames from the sequence of images which are 
produced by applying the SOAMST algorithm to the MSG CTH image sequence.  The 
results were then processed in IDL to add the longitude and latitude grid lines.  Based on 
these results, the origin of pre-TS Debby is at (10oN, 40oE) on 8/13/09Z.   
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
 
Figure 4.12 displays six extracted frames from the sequence of images which are 
produced by applying the SOAMST algorithm to the fused image sequence.  The grid 
Figure 4.11.  Six frames produced by the SOAMST algorithm when applied to the 
   Meteosat Second Generation Cloud Top Height image sequence 
   representing (a) 8/14/00Z, (b) 8/13/21Z, (c) 8/13/18Z, (d) 8/13/15Z, (e) 
   8/13/12Z, and (f) 8/13/09Z 
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lines were already on the images before fusion therefore the fusion results already have 
grid lines.  The results in Figures 4.12-15 illustrate the origin of pre-TS Debby is located 
at (10oN, 40oE) on 8/12/15Z. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
 
The next sequence of images is from the CTH dataset.  Six extracted frames from 
the sequence of images which are produced by applying the SOAMST algorithm to the 
clustered CTH image sequence is shown in Figure 4.13.  The image sequence was then 
Figure 4.12.  Six frames produced by the SOAMST algorithm when applied to the 
   fused image sequence representing (a) 8/13/06Z, (b) 8/13/03Z, (c) 
   8/13/00Z,  (d) 8/12/21Z, (e) 8/12/18Z, and (f) 8/12/15Z 
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processed using IDL.  In order to make the location of the MCS and cloud clusters more 
visible, the correct longitude and latitude grid lines are superimposed. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
 
The CTH dataset was processed to visualize the high- and middle-level clouds.  
Figure 4.14 shows six extracted frames from the high- and middle-level cloud sequence 
of images which are produced by applying the SOAMST.  Longitude and latitude grid 
lines were then added to the frames of the results using IDL  
Figure 4.13.  Six frames produced by the SOAMST algorithm when applied to the 
   clustered Cloud Top Height image sequence representing (a) 
   8/13/06Z, (b) 8/13/03Z, (c) 8/13/00Z,  (d) 8/12/21Z, (e) 8/12/18Z, and 
   (f) 8/12/15Z 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
 
 
For comparison purposes, the image sequence containing high- and middle-level 
clouds is compared to the image sequence of solely middle-level clouds.  Six frames 
extracted from the middle-level cloud sequence of images which are produced by 
applying the SOAMST algorithm can be found in Figure 4.15.  The frames from the 
results were then processed in IDL to add longitude and latitude grid lines 
 
Figure 4.14.  Six frames produced by the SOAMST algorithm when applied to 
   the high- and middle-level cloud image sequence representing (a) 
   8/13/06Z, (b) 8/13/03Z, (c) 8/13/00Z, (d) 8/12/21Z, (e) 8/12/18Z, 
   and (f) 8/12/15Z 
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(a) (b) (c) 




This thesis focuses on developing data fusion and pattern recognition techniques 
to trace the origins and propagations of pre-TS Debby (2006) MCSs using satellite 
imagery.  The techniques used to complete this task are image fusion using the DWT-GA 
based image fusion technique proposed by Lacewell et al. (2010), clustering of clouds 
into three classes using the FCM algorithm, and feature extraction and tracking using the 
SOAMST algorithm which was proposed by Ning et al. (2010).  The results using these 
techniques are quite accurate.  All of the results after applying the SOAMST algorithm 
Figure 4.15.  Six frames produced by the SOAMST algorithm when applied to the 
   middle-level cloud image sequence representing (a) 8/13/06Z, (b) 
   8/13/03Z, (c) 8/13/00Z,  (d) 8/12/21Z, (e) 8/12/18Z, and (f) 8/12/15Z 
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concluded that the origin of pre-TS Debby is located at (10oN, 40oE), and that this 
location is reached on 8/12/15Z except for results based on the IR and CTH image 
sequences.  The IR image sequence reached this location on 8/12/21Z and the CTH 
image sequence reached this location on 8/13/09Z.  It is inferred that the IR image 
sequence reached this location at a different time since some MCSs are not visible at 
times but there is still moisture present in the atmosphere that allows the MCS to remain 
active.  This location was reached sooner in the CTH image sequence due to the many 
low-level clouds that are present in the CTH images.  The CTH images contain mostly 
low-level clouds therefore when extracting the second central moment in the SOAMST 
algorithm these clouds have a stronger effect on the tracking results than the high- and 
middle-level clouds.  Therefore, the valid time when referring to the origin is 8/12/15Z. 
The track of the pre-Debby disturbance was analyzed using the results of the 
SOAMST algorithm.  In this study, a cloud cluster prior to pre-Debby MCS is traced 
back to (10oN, 40oE) around 8/12/15Z.  When referring to Figure 4.1 this location is over 






CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The formation of tropical cyclones (TCs) over the eastern Atlantic Ocean region, 
off the North Africa coast, remains an important research topic.  This is due to the lack of 
scientific understanding and sparse data in the area.  It is noted that the African Easterly 
Wave (AEW) induced TCs account for about 60% of the Atlantic Ocean’s TCs and for 
about 85% of major hurricanes.  Classification and prediction of TCs is a well-known 
difficult task due to the lack of understanding of physical mechanisms that are involved 
in the cyclogenesis. 
Satellite observations have assisted earlier studies showing that mesoscale 
convective systems (MCSs) that are embedded within AEWs can lead to TC 
development.  Analysis of satellite observations is an effective approach for 
understanding atmospheric properties and is widely used for weather forecasting and 
prediction purposes.  One method to reliably detect or predict the development of a TC is 
to examine the evolution of cloud clusters using satellite observations.   
An objectively analyzed AEW-MCS movement using satellite observations is 
essential to understanding the formation and propagation of developing TCs.  This thesis 
has focused on expanding the current research on determining the origins of Africa-
originated TCs that are impacted by an AEW and MCSs by using solely satellite 
observations.  The data fusion and pattern recognition techniques that are used will help 
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improve the accuracy of numerical simulations of pre-TC AEWs and MCSs and can be 
applied to other AEWs and MCSs leading to tropical cyclogenesis.   
It was hypothesized that the Ethiopian Highlands (EH) and other mountains may 
play a role in initiating the AEWs and their associated MCSs along with other 
environmental factors.  These factors are analyzed by applying data fusion and pattern 
recognition techniques and the hypothesis is validated.  The MCSs of this storm assisted 
in developing the TS at (21.7oW, 11.6oN) on 8/21/18Z.  The movement of the pre-tropical 
storm Debby (2006) AEW-MCS system is analyzed using DWT-GA based image fusion, 
FCM based clustering, and the scale and orientation adaptive mean shift tracking 
(SOAMST) algorithm which produced satisfactory results.  The results confirm that the 
pre-TS Debby (2006) MCS formed over the EH.  Furthermore, these results verify the 
latitude of the origin but the longitude differs in only a few degrees when compared to 
Lin et al. (2010) which was based on the NWP models. 
The contribution made in this thesis is a unique image fusion technique that 
incorporates both Discrete Wavelet Transform and Genetic Algorithms.  This technique 
produces more accurate image fusion results compared to previous techniques.  Also, the 
clustering stage was enhanced.  Relevant information from the Cloud Top Height (CTH) 
images was extracted and converted from the RGB color space to the CIE L*a*b* color 
space.  This color space quantifies the visual differences in the image.  This 
quantification makes it easier for the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm to cluster the image data 
to distinguish between middle-level clouds and high-level clouds.  Furthermore, the 
SOAMST algorithm which is used in the feature extraction and tracking stage was 
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modified.  In the SOAMST algorithm, a search range is necessary and a trade-off should 
be made for detecting and tracking of the MCS.  Thus, the search range is set to 10 to 
accommodate for the 3-hour intervals of the satellite imagery.  This is of importance due 
to the fact that the MCSs may travel further distance since there are gaps in the time 
intervals at which the satellite data is obtained. 
In future, this work could be extended to analyzing additional pre-TCs MCSs.  A 
future goal for this research is to interpolate satellite data to get more accurate tracking 
results and to integrate IDL and Matlab to make implementation easier.  With this 
integration, the forecasters will be able to use the proposed techniques to assist in 
determining the origins of these TCs.  The accuracy of information will help prepare for 
TCs in a timely manner by helping design model domains to include the origin of the TC.  
The fundamental issue on locating the origin of TS could be further enhanced through 
finding the signature of the originating MCS.  This work will be extended to address this 
issue.  Also, the model domain which includes the TC’s origin will assist the model in 
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A.1 Produce Hovmöller Diagrams 
A.1.1 Main Code For Hovmöller Diagrams Of GridSat Data 
PRO CLOUDANALYSIS 
  DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=1 
  CTLOAD, 0,/reverse  ;40 for color 
  filename = 'G:\Research\Images\IDL\GridSat\BT\' 
;  filename = 'G:\Research\Images\IDL\GridSat\WV\' 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;CALCULATE HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM 
  day=10 
  HOV_ARRAY = BT_ANALYSIS(day) 
;  HOV_ARRAY = WV_ANALYSIS(day) 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;DISPLAY AND SAVE HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM 
  DIM = SIZE(HOV_ARRAY,/DIMENSIONS) 
  ;GRAPH 1 
  WINDOW, 0, XSIZE = 800, YSIZE = 800 
  erase, fsc_color('white') 
IMDISP,HOV_ARRAY[*,0:(DIM[1]/8)-1],/AXIS,$ 
           XTITLE='LONGITUDE',XSTYLE=1,YSTYLE=1,$ 
           YTITLE='AUGUST',COLOR=DEF_COLOR('black'),/ORDER,CHARSIZE=.8,$ 
           XRANGE=[-29.99,60.03],YTICKLAYOUT=2,YTICKS=15,$ 
           RANGE=[min(HOV_ARRAY),max(HOV_ARRAY)],$ 
           YTICKNAME=['11/18Z','11/15Z','11/12Z','11/09Z','11/06Z',$ 
           '11/03Z','11/00Z','10/21Z','10/18Z','10/15Z',$ 
           '10/12Z','10/09Z','10/06Z','10/03Z','10/00Z'] 
  ;XYOUTS, 0.5, 0.925, 'INFRARED HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM',$ /NORMAL, $ 
XYOUTS, 0.5, 0.925, 'WATER VAPOR HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM', /NORMAL,  $ 
            ALIGNMENT=0.5, CHARSIZE=2,COLOR=DEF_COLOR('black'),$ 




  ;GRAPH 2 
  IMDISP,HOV_ARRAY[*,(DIM[1]/8):(2*DIM[1]/8)-1],/AXIS,$ 
           XTITLE='LONGITUDE',XSTYLE=1,YSTYLE=1,$ 
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           YTITLE='AUGUST',COLOR=DEF_COLOR('black'),/ORDER,CHARSIZE=.8,$ 
           XRANGE=[-29.99,60.03],YTICKLAYOUT=2,YTICKS=15,$ 
           RANGE=[min(HOV_ARRAY),max(HOV_ARRAY)],$ 
           YTICKNAME=['13/15Z','13/12Z','13/09Z','13/06Z','13/03Z',$ 
           '13/00Z','12/21Z','12/18Z','12/15Z','12/12Z',$ 
           '12/09Z','12/06Z','12/03Z','12/00Z','11/21Z'] 
  ;XYOUTS, 0.5, 0.925, 'INFRARED HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM',$ /NORMAL, $ 
XYOUTS, 0.5, 0.925, 'WATER VAPOR HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM', /NORMAL,  $ 
            ALIGNMENT=0.5, CHARSIZE=2,COLOR=DEF_COLOR('black'),$ 
            CHARTHICK=1.5 
  WRITE_BMP,filename+'8.11.21Z_8.13.15Z.bmp', TVRD(/true),/RGB 





  ;GRAPH 8 
  IMDISP,HOV_ARRAY[*,(7*DIM[1]/8):DIM[1]-1],/AXIS, $ 
           XTITLE='LONGITUDE',XSTYLE=1,YSTYLE=1,$ 
           YTITLE='AUGUST',COLOR=DEF_COLOR('black'),/ORDER,CHARSIZE=.8,$ 
           XRANGE=[-29.99,60.03],YTICKLAYOUT=2,YTICKS=15,$ 
           RANGE=[min(HOV_ARRAY),max(HOV_ARRAY)],$ 
           YTICKNAME=['24/21Z','24/18Z','24/15Z','24/12Z','24/09Z',$ 
           '24/06Z','24/03Z','24/00Z','23/21Z','23/18Z',$ 
           '23/15Z','23/12Z','23/09Z','23/06Z','23/03Z'] 
  ;XYOUTS, 0.5, 0.925, 'INFRARED HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM',$ /NORMAL, $ 
XYOUTS, 0.5, 0.925, 'WATER VAPOR HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM', /NORMAL,  $ 
            ALIGNMENT=0.5, CHARSIZE=2,COLOR=DEF_COLOR('black'),$ 
            CHARTHICK=1.5 
  WRITE_BMP,filename+'8.23.03Z_8.24.21Z.bmp', TVRD(/true),/RGB 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 






A.1.2 Function For Infrared Hovmöller Diagram 
FUNCTION BT_ANALYSIS,day 
; DESCRIPTION: PRODUCE HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM FOR BRIGHTNESS TEMP 
;                                (IRWIN) FOR EVERY 3 HRS  
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
FOR day=10,24 DO BEGIN 
FOR hr=00,21,3 DO BEGIN 
    strday=STRTRIM(STRING(day, format='(I02)')) 
    strhr=STRTRIM(STRING(hr, format='(I02)')) 
    file='G:\Research\Data\GridSat\GRISAT-B1.2006.08.'+strday+'.'+strhr+'.beta.nc4'  
   ncid = NCDF_OPEN(file, /nowrite) 
   irvarid = NCDF_VARID(ncid, 'irwin') 
    
   ;GET THE SIZE OF THE DIMENSIONS LON AND LAT 
   lonid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lon') 
   latid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lat') 
   ncdf_attget,ncid,'irwin','add_offset',offset 
   ncdf_attget,ncid,'irwin','scale_factor',factor 
   NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, lonid, lonname, loncount ;get size of lon dim 
   NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, latid, latname, latcount ;get size of lat dim 
   NCDF_VARGET, ncid, irvarid, raw_irwin 
   NCDF_VARGET, ncid, lonid, lon 
   NCDF_VARGET, ncid, latid, lat 
    
   ;CONVERT RAW DATA INTO VALID BT VALUES IN KELVIN 
    CASE day OF  
     10: BEGIN 
           CASE hr OF 
              00: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr00= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR00 = BrTemp_hr00[2143:3429,1071:1214]  ;5N-1071,15N-1214 
                  END   
              03: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr03= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR03 = BrTemp_hr03[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              06: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr06= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR06 = BrTemp_hr06[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END    
              09: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr09= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR09 = BrTemp_hr09[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
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                  END   
              12: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr12= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR12 = BrTemp_hr12[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              15: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr15= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR15 = BrTemp_hr15[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
              18: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr18= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR18 = BrTemp_hr18[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
              21: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr21= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY10HR21 = BrTemp_hr21[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
           ENDCASE   
         END                                                    
     11: BEGIN 
           CASE hr OF 
              00: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr00= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR00 = BrTemp_hr00[2143:3429,1071:1214]  ;5N-1071,15N-1214 
                  END   
              03: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr03= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR03 = BrTemp_hr03[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              06: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr06= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR06 = BrTemp_hr06[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END    
              09: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr09= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR09 = BrTemp_hr09[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              12: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr12= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR12 = BrTemp_hr12[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              15: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr15= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR15 = BrTemp_hr15[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
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                  END 
              18: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr18= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR18 = BrTemp_hr18[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
              21: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr21= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY11HR21 = BrTemp_hr21[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
           ENDCASE  




     24: BEGIN 
           CASE hr OF 
              00: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr00= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR00 = BrTemp_hr00[2143:3429,1071:1214]  ;5N-1071,15N-1214 
                  END   
              03: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr03= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR03 = BrTemp_hr03[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              06: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr06= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR06 = BrTemp_hr06[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END    
              09: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr09= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR09 = BrTemp_hr09[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              12: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr12= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR12 = BrTemp_hr12[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              15: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr15= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR15 = BrTemp_hr15[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
              18: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr18= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR18 = BrTemp_hr18[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
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              21: BEGIN 
                    BrTemp_hr21= raw_irwin*factor + offset 
                    DAY24HR21 = BrTemp_hr21[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
           ENDCASE  
         END 
     ELSE: PRINT, 'ERROR: INVALID, DAY='+strday+'HR='+strhr        
     ENDCASE 




;COMBINE DAYS INTO ONE ARRAY FOR HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM 
DIM = SIZE(DAY10HR00,/DIMENSIONS) 
;GRAPH 1 
HOV_ARRAY = FLTARR(DIM[0],120*DIM[1]) ;8/10/00Z-8/24/18Z  
HOV_ARRAY[*,0:(DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR00  
HOV_ARRAY[*,DIM[1]:(2*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR03 
HOV_ARRAY[*,2*DIM[1]:(3*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR06 
HOV_ARRAY[*,3*DIM[1]:(4*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,4*DIM[1]:(5*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,5*DIM[1]:(6*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,6*DIM[1]:(7*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR18 
HOV_ARRAY[*,7*DIM[1]:(8*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR21 
HOV_ARRAY[*,8*DIM[1]:(9*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR00 
HOV_ARRAY[*,9*DIM[1]:(10*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR03 
HOV_ARRAY[*,10*DIM[1]:(11*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR06 
HOV_ARRAY[*,11*DIM[1]:(12*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,12*DIM[1]:(13*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,13*DIM[1]:(14*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,14*DIM[1]:(15*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR18 
;GRAPH 2 
HOV_ARRAY[*,15*DIM[1]:(16*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR21 
HOV_ARRAY[*,16*DIM[1]:(17*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR00 
HOV_ARRAY[*,17*DIM[1]:(18*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR03 
HOV_ARRAY[*,18*DIM[1]:(19*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR06 
HOV_ARRAY[*,19*DIM[1]:(20*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,20*DIM[1]:(21*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,21*DIM[1]:(22*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,22*DIM[1]:(23*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR18 
HOV_ARRAY[*,23*DIM[1]:(24*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR21 
HOV_ARRAY[*,24*DIM[1]:(25*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR00 
HOV_ARRAY[*,25*DIM[1]:(26*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR03 
HOV_ARRAY[*,26*DIM[1]:(27*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR06 
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HOV_ARRAY[*,27*DIM[1]:(28*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,28*DIM[1]:(29*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR12  





HOV_ARRAY[*,105*DIM[1]:(106*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR03 
HOV_ARRAY[*,106*DIM[1]:(107*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR06 
HOV_ARRAY[*,107*DIM[1]:(108*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,108*DIM[1]:(109*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,109*DIM[1]:(110*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,110*DIM[1]:(111*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR18 
HOV_ARRAY[*,111*DIM[1]:(112*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR21 
HOV_ARRAY[*,112*DIM[1]:(113*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR00 
HOV_ARRAY[*,113*DIM[1]:(114*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR03 
HOV_ARRAY[*,114*DIM[1]:(115*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR06 
HOV_ARRAY[*,115*DIM[1]:(116*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,116*DIM[1]:(117*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,117*DIM[1]:(118*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,118*DIM[1]:(119*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR18 
HOV_ARRAY[*,119*DIM[1]:(120*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR21 
RETURN,HOV_ARRAY      
END 
A.1.3 Function For Visible Hovmöller Diagram 
FUNCTION VIS_ANALYSIS,day  
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
FOR day=10,24 DO BEGIN 
FOR hr=09,15,3 DO BEGIN 
    strday=STRTRIM(STRING(day, format='(I02)')) 
    strhr=STRTRIM(STRING(hr, format='(I02)')) 
    file='G:\Research\Data\GridSat\GRISAT-B1.2006.08.'+strday+'.'+strhr+'.beta.nc4'  
   ncid = NCDF_OPEN(file, /nowrite) 
   irvarid = NCDF_VARID(ncid, 'vschn') 
    
   ;GET THE SIZE OF THE DIMENSIONS LON AND LAT 
   lonid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lon') 
   latid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lat') 
   ncdf_attget,ncid,'vschn','add_offset',offset 
   ncdf_attget,ncid,'vschn','scale_factor',factor 
   NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, lonid, lonname, loncount ;get size of lon dim 
   NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, latid, latname, latcount ;get size of lat dim 
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   NCDF_VARGET, ncid, irvarid, raw_vschn 
   NCDF_VARGET, ncid, lonid, lon 
   NCDF_VARGET, ncid, latid, lat 
    
   ;CONVERT RAW DATA INTO VALID VISUAL REFLECTANCE VALUES 
    CASE day OF  
     10: BEGIN 
           CASE hr OF 
              09: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr09= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY10HR09 = VIS_hr09[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              12: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr12= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY10HR12 = VIS_hr12[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              15: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr15= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY10HR15 = VIS_hr15[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
           ENDCASE   
         END                                                    
     11: BEGIN 
           CASE hr OF 
              09: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr09= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY11HR09 = VIS_hr09[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              12: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr12= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY11HR12 = VIS_hr12[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              15: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr15= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY11HR15 = VIS_hr15[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
           ENDCASE   




     24: BEGIN 
           CASE hr OF 
              09: BEGIN 
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                    VIS_hr09= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY24HR09 = VIS_hr09[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              12: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr12= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY24HR12 = VIS_hr12[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END   
              15: BEGIN 
                    VIS_hr15= raw_vschn*factor + offset  
                    DAY24HR15 = VIS_hr15[2143:3429,1071:1214] 
                  END 
           ENDCASE   
         END     
     ELSE: PRINT, 'ERROR: INVALID DAY'         
     ENDCASE 




;COMBINE DAYS INTO ONE ARRAY FOR HOVMÖLLER DIAGRAM 
DIM = SIZE(DAY10HR09,/DIMENSIONS) 
;GRAPH 1 
HOV_ARRAY = FLTARR(DIM[0],45*DIM[1]) ;8/10/00Z-8/24/18Z  
HOV_ARRAY[*,0:(DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR09  
HOV_ARRAY[*,DIM[1]:(2*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,2*DIM[1]:(3*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY10HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,3*DIM[1]:(4*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,4*DIM[1]:(5*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,5*DIM[1]:(6*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY11HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,6*DIM[1]:(7*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,7*DIM[1]:(8*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,8*DIM[1]:(9*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY12HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,9*DIM[1]:(10*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,10*DIM[1]:(11*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,11*DIM[1]:(12*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY13HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,12*DIM[1]:(13*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY14HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,13*DIM[1]:(14*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY14HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,14*DIM[1]:(15*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY14HR15 
;GRAPH 2 
HOV_ARRAY[*,15*DIM[1]:(16*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY15HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,16*DIM[1]:(17*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY15HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,17*DIM[1]:(18*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY15HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,18*DIM[1]:(19*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY16HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,19*DIM[1]:(20*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY16HR12 
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HOV_ARRAY[*,20*DIM[1]:(21*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY16HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,21*DIM[1]:(22*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY17HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,22*DIM[1]:(23*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY17HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,23*DIM[1]:(24*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY17HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,24*DIM[1]:(25*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY18HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,25*DIM[1]:(26*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY18HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,26*DIM[1]:(27*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY18HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,27*DIM[1]:(28*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY19HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,28*DIM[1]:(29*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY19HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,29*DIM[1]:(30*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY19HR15 
;GRAPH 3  
HOV_ARRAY[*,30*DIM[1]:(31*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY20HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,31*DIM[1]:(32*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY20HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,32*DIM[1]:(33*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY20HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,33*DIM[1]:(34*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY21HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,34*DIM[1]:(35*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY21HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,35*DIM[1]:(36*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY21HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,36*DIM[1]:(37*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY22HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,37*DIM[1]:(38*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY22HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,38*DIM[1]:(39*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY22HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,39*DIM[1]:(40*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,40*DIM[1]:(41*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,41*DIM[1]:(42*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY23HR15 
HOV_ARRAY[*,42*DIM[1]:(43*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR09 
HOV_ARRAY[*,43*DIM[1]:(44*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR12 
HOV_ARRAY[*,44*DIM[1]:(45*DIM[1]-1)] = DAY24HR15 
RETURN,HOV_ARRAY      
END 
 
A.2 Produce Images 
A.2.1 Infrared Images 
PRO IRWIN 
  ; DESCRIPTION: PROCESS BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE(~11um) DATA 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;INITIALIZATION 
  WINDOW, 0,xsize = 1210, ysize = 654  ;image size 
  DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=1 
  CTLOAD, 0 ; 13,14,24,33,34,or 40  0-B/W 




  ;OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM NETCDF FILE 
  FOR day=10,24 DO BEGIN 
    FOR hr=00,21,3 DO BEGIN 
      strday=STRTRIM(STRING(day, format='(I02)')) 
      strhr=STRTRIM(STRING(hr, format='(I02)')) 
      file='G:\Research\Data\GridSat\GRISAT-B1.2006.08.'+strday+'.'+strhr+'.beta.nc4' 
      ncid = NCDF_OPEN(file, /nowrite) 
      irvarid = NCDF_VARID(ncid, 'irwin') 
       
      ;GET THE SIZE OF THE DIMENSIONS LON AND LAT 
      lonid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lon') 
      latid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lat') 
      ncdf_attget,ncid,'irwin','add_offset',offset 
      ncdf_attget,ncid,'irwin','scale_factor',factor 
      NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, lonid, lonname, loncount ;get size of lon dim 
      NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, latid, latname, latcount ;get size of lat dim 
      NCDF_VARGET, ncid, irvarid, raw_irwin 
      NCDF_VARGET, ncid, lonid, lon 
      NCDF_VARGET, ncid, latid, lat 
       
      ;CONVERT RAW DATA INTO VALID BT VALUES IN KELVIN 
      BrTemp = raw_irwin*factor + offset 
      NCDF_CLOSE, ncid 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
      ;MAPPING 
      latmin=-21 
      latmax=44 
      lonmin=-41.8 
      lonmax=79 
      erase, fsc_color('white') 
      MAP_SET,15,10,0,/miller,charsize=3,/noerase, /noborder,$ 
        limit=[latmin,lonmin,latmax,lonmax],$ 
        xmargin=0,ymargin=0 
      result = MAP_IMAGE(BrTemp,startx,starty,compress=1,/bilinear,latmin=-70,$ 
         latmax=70,lonmin=-180,lonmax=180) 
      S = size(result,/dimensions) 
      tvscl,-(result>175<275),startx,starty,xsize=S[0],ysize=S[1] 
      MAP_GRID,latdel=10, londel = 10, /label, color=DEF_COLOR('Dark Gray'),$ 
          charsize=2, glinestyle=2 
      MAP_CONTINENTS, /hires, /COASTS, color=DEF_COLOR('Dark Gray') 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
      ;SAVE IMAGES 
;      filename = 'G:\Research\Images\IDL\GridSat\BT\Debby.2006.’$ 
                +’08.'+strday+'.'+strhr+'.bmp' 
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      WRITE_BMP,filename, tvrd(/true),/RGB 
      DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=1 
      CTLOAD, 0 
      erase, fsc_color('white') 
      IMG = READ_IMAGE(filename) 
      IMG = CONGRID(IMG,3,1210,654) 
      Isize=size(IMG,/dimension) 
      tvscl,IMG,startx,starty,xsize=Isize(1),ysize=Isize(2),true=1 
      WRITE_BMP,filename, tvrd(/true),/RGB 
      undefine,filename,result,BrTemp,S,raw_irwin,offset,ncid,lonname 
      undefine,lonid,loncount,lon,latname,latid,latcount,lat 
      undefine,irvarid,file,factor 
      print,strday,strhr 
    ENDFOR 
  ENDFOR 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  WDELETE 
END 
A.2.2 Visible Images 
PRO VSCHN 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;INITIALIZATION 
  WINDOW, 0,xsize = 1210, ysize = 654  ;image size 
  DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=1 
  CTLOAD, 0 ;40 for color 
  erase, fsc_color('white') 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM NETCDF FILE 
  FOR day=10,24 DO BEGIN 
    FOR hr=09,15,3 DO BEGIN 
      strday=STRTRIM(STRING(day, format='(I02)')) 
      strhr=STRTRIM(STRING(hr, format='(I02)')) 
      file='G:\Research\Data\GridSat\GRISAT-B1.2006.08.'+strday+'.'+strhr+'.beta.nc4' 
      ncid = NCDF_OPEN(file, /nowrite) 
      irvarid = NCDF_VARID(ncid, 'vschn') 
       
      ;GET THE SIZE OF THE DIMENSIONS LON AND LAT 
      lonid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lon') 
      latid = NCDF_DIMID(ncid, 'lat') 
      ncdf_attget,ncid,'vschn','add_offset',offset 
      ncdf_attget,ncid,'vschn','scale_factor',factor 
      NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, lonid, lonname, loncount ;get size of lon dim 
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      NCDF_DIMINQ, ncid, latid, latname, latcount ;get size of lat dim 
      NCDF_VARGET, ncid, irvarid, raw_vschn 
      NCDF_VARGET, ncid, lonid, lon 
      NCDF_VARGET, ncid, latid, lat 
       
      ;CONVERT RAW DATA INTO VALID VISIBLE REFLECTANCE VALUES 
      VIS = raw_vschn*factor + offset 
      NCDF_CLOSE, ncid 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
      ;MAPPING 
      latmin=-21 
      latmax=44 
      lonmin=-41.8 
      lonmax=79 
      erase, fsc_color('white') 
      MAP_SET,15,10,0,/miller,charsize=3,/noerase, /noborder,$ 
             limit=[latmin,lonmin,latmax,lonmax],xmargin=0,ymargin=0 
      result = MAP_IMAGE(VIS,startx,starty,compress=1,/bilinear,latmin=-70,$ 
              latmax=70,lonmin=-180,lonmax=180) 
      S = size(result,/dimensions) 
      tvscl,(result>.35<.8),startx,starty,xsize=S[0],ysize=S[1] 
      MAP_GRID,latdel=10, londel = 10, /label, color=DEF_COLOR('Dark Gray'),$ 
              charsize=2, glinestyle=2 
      MAP_CONTINENTS, /hires, /COASTS, color=DEF_COLOR('Dark Gray') 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
      ;SAVE IMAGES 
      filename = 'G:\Research\Images\IDL\GridSat\VIS_REFL\Debby.2006.’$ 
             +’08.'+strday+'.'+strhr+'.bmp' 
      WRITE_BMP,filename, tvrd(/true),/RGB 
      DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=1 
      CTLOAD, 0 
      erase, fsc_color('white') 
      IMG = READ_IMAGE(filename) 
      IMG = CONGRID(IMG,3,1210,654) 
      Isize=size(IMG,/dimension) 
      tvscl,IMG,startx,starty,xsize=Isize(1),ysize=Isize(2),true=1 
      WRITE_BMP,filename, tvrd(/true),/RGB 
      undefine,filename,result,VIS,S,raw_vschn,offset,ncid,lonname 
      undefine,lonid,loncount,lon,latname,latid,latcount,lat 
      undefine,irvarid,file,factor 
      print,strday,strhr 
    ENDFOR 




  WDELETE 
END 
 
A.3 Add Longitude And Latitude Lines To Images 
PRO CTH_IMAGES 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;INITIALIZATION 
  ;WINDOW, 0,xsize = 1280, ysize = 800  ;laptop size 
  DEVICE, DECOMPOSED=1 
  CTLOAD, 40 ; 13,14,24,33,34,or 40  0-B/W 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
  ;OBTAIN INFORMATION FROM NETCDF FILE 
  FOR num=1,120 DO BEGIN 
    if (num LT 100) then begin 
      strnum=STRTRIM(STRING(num, format='(I02)')) 
    endif else begin 
      strnum=STRTRIM(STRING(num, format='(I03)')) 
    endelse 
     
;    file='G:\Research\MatlabCode\FinalThesisWork\FeatureExtraction-
Tracking\CTH\CTH_frame'+strnum+'.bmp' 
     
    CTH = READ_IMAGE(file) 
    CTH = CONGRID(CTH,3,1210,654) 
    CTHsize=size(CTH,/DIMENSION) 
    window,0,xsize=CTHsize(1), ysize=CTHsize(2) 
    erase, fsc_color('white') 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
    ;MAPPING 
    latmin=-21 
    latmax=44 
    lonmin=-41.8 
    lonmax=79 
    erase, fsc_color('white') 
    MAP_SET,15,10,0,/miller,charsize=3,/noerase, /noborder,$ 
       limit=[latmin,lonmin,latmax,lonmax],xmargin=0,ymargin=0 
    resultR = MAP_IMAGE(Reform(CTH[0,*,*]),startx,starty,compress=1,/bilinear,$ 
      latmin=latmin,latmax=latmax,lonmin=lonmin,lonmax=lonmax) 
    resultG = MAP_IMAGE(Reform(CTH[1,*,*]),startx,starty,compress=1,/bilinear,$ 
      latmin=latmin,latmax=latmax,lonmin=lonmin,lonmax=lonmax) 
    resultB = MAP_IMAGE(Reform(CTH[2,*,*]),startx,starty,compress=1,/bilinear,$ 
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      latmin=latmin,latmax=latmax,lonmin=lonmin,lonmax=lonmax) 
    S = size(resultR,/dimensions) 
    img = BytArr(3, s[0], s[1]) 
    img[0, *, *] = resultR 
    img[1, *, *] = resultG 
    img[2, *, *] = resultB 
     
    S = size(CTH,/dimensions) 
    tvscl,img,startx,starty,xsize=S[0],ysize=S[1],true=1 
    MAP_GRID,latdel=10, londel = 10, /label, color=DEF_COLOR('Dark Gray'),$ 
          charsize=2, glinestyle=2 
    MAP_CONTINENTS, /hires, /COASTS, color=DEF_COLOR('Dark Gray') 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 
    ;SAVE IMAGES 
    filename='G:\Research\MatlabCode\FinalThesisWork\FeatureExtraction-
Tracking\CTH\CTH_frame'+strnum+'.bmp' 
    WRITE_BMP,filename, tvrd(/true),/RGB 
    erase, fsc_color('white') 
    undefine,filename,result,WV,S,raw_irwvp,offset,ncid,lonname 
    undefine,lonid,loncount,lon,latname,latid,latcount,lat 
    undefine,irvarid,file,factor 
    print,strnum 
  ENDFOR 
;_______________________________________________________________________ 









B.1 Image Fusion Code 





%% Image Data 
hr=[0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21];  %IR/WV 
for day=10:24 
    for i=1:8   
tic; 
IR=sprintf('G:\\Research\\Images\\IDL\\GridSat\\BT\\ForFusion\\Debby.2006.08.%.2d.%
.2d.bmp', day, hr(i)); 
[thermal,map] = imread(IR); 
WV=sprintf('G:\\Research\\Images\\IDL\\GridSat\\WV\\ForFusion\\Debby.2006.08.%.2d
.%.2d.bmp', day, hr(i)); 
[visual,map] = imread(WV); 
filename=sprintf('G:\\Research\\Images\\IDL\\GridSat\\Fused\\ForFusion\\Debby.2006.0
8.%.2d.%.2d.bmp', day, hr(i)); 
%______________________________________________________________________ 
        %% Remove Coastlines from Images 
        visual_rem = remove_coastline(visual); 
        thermal_rem = remove_coastline(thermal); 
%______________________________________________________________________ 
        %% Calculate Feature Vectors 
        nlevels=3; 
        LoF_D=[-0.0105974017849973 0.0328830116669829 0.0308413818359870 -
0.187034811718881 -0.0279837694169839 0.630880767929590 0.714846570552542 
0.230377813308855]; 
        HiF_D=[-0.230377813308855 0.714846570552542 -0.630880767929590 -
0.0279837694169839 0.187034811718881 0.0308413818359870 -0.0328830116669829 
-0.0105974017849973]; 
        [tfv0, tfv1, tfv2, tfv3, w] = wavefeat(visual_rem, nlevels, LoF_D, HiF_D); 
        [fv0, fv1, fv2, fv3, w1] = wavefeat(thermal_rem, nlevels, LoF_D, HiF_D); 
%______________________________________________________________________ 
        %% Find Optimized Weight w/ GA 
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        visualvec = [tfv0 tfv1']; 
        thermalvec = [fv0 fv1']; 
        [MaxFitness,AvgFitness,gen,MinFitness,Wv_opt,Fsig] = GA(visualvec, 
thermalvec); 
        FusedImage = visual.*Wv_opt + thermal.*(1-Wv_opt); 
        imwrite(FusedImage,filename,'bmp'); 
%______________________________________________________________________ 
        %% Evaluate Fused Images 
        %         [MI,RMSE] = evaluation(FusedImage,visual,thermal); 
        %         MI_10_24 = zeros(120,1); 
        %         RMSE_10_24 = zeros(120,1); 
        %         count = count + 1 
        %         MI_10_24(count)=MI; 
        %         RMSE_10_24(count)=RMSE; 
        toc 
    end 
end 
B.1.2 Genetic Algorithm Function 
function [MaxFitness,AvgFitness,gen,MinFitness,Wv_opt,Fsig] = GA(visualvec, 
thermalvec) 
global x V T pop popsize LEN 
  
V = double(visualvec); 
T = double(thermalvec); 
%______________________________________________________________________ 





% Set inputs : 
popsize = 100; LEN = 10; pc = 0.7; pm = 0.000;ng = 100; Xmin = [0.1, 0.1]; Xmax = 
[0.9,0.9]; %LEN = [10,10]; 
tourn_size = 3; 
SL = sum(LEN); 
%______________________________________________________________________ 
%% % CREATING RANDOM BINARY STRING %%% 
pop = randint(popsize,SL); %% initial population 
gen=1:ng; 




    
[fitness(:,i),MinFitness(:,i),AvgFitness(:,i),MaxFitness(:,i),Fsig(:,:,i)]=cal_fitness(Xmin, 
Xmax); 
    %[winners, MatingPool]=roulette_wheel(fitness,popsize,pop); %Roulette Wheel 
    MatingPool = tournament_selection(tourn_size,pop,fitness(:,i)); %Tournament 
    CrossPop=crossover(MatingPool,SL,pc); 
    mutatnPop = mutation(CrossPop,pm, SL); 
    pop=mutatnPop; 





%% OUTPUT VALUES 
%GA Calculation 
[Wv, Ind] = min(min(fitness)); 
x_1 = x(Ind); 
Wv_opt=x_1; 
fused_opt = ((V.*x_1) + (T.*(1-x_1)))./(x_1 + (1-x_1)); 
 





%% Color-Based Segmentation Using Fuzzy C-Means Clustering 
file=sprintf('G:\\Research\\Images\\NOAAToolkit\\MSG_CLoudTopHeight\\BMP\\Class
ification\\Classification.avi'); 
z = avifile(file); 
nColors=3; 
for day=10:24 
    for hr=0:3:21 
        %% READ AND DISPLAY IMAGE 
        filename = 
sprintf('G:\\Research\\Images\\NOAAToolkit\\MSG_CLoudTopHeight\\MSG1-SEVI-
MSGCLTH-0100-0100-200608%.2d%.2d.grb.png', day, hr); 
        image = imread(filename); 
        %% GET RID OF ALL PIXELS EXCEPT HIGH CLOUDS (RED,ORANGE,RED) 
        redband=zeros(size(image,1),size(image,2)); 
        greenband=redband; 
        blueband=redband; 
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        xpad=round(size(image,1)/5); 
         
        redband(xpad:end-xpad,:)=image(xpad:end-xpad,:,1); 
        greenband(xpad:end-xpad,:)=image(xpad:end-xpad,:,2); 
        blueband(xpad:end-xpad,:)=image(xpad:end-xpad,:,3); 
         
        %MAKE MASK FOR RED PIXELS 
        red_thresh = 200; 
        red_g_thresh = 150; 
        redmask=(redband > red_thresh) & (greenband<red_g_thresh)& (blueband==0); 
         
        %MAKE MASK FOR ORANGE PIXELS 
        orange_r_thresh = 200; 
        orange_g_thresh = 127; 
        orangemask=(redband >= orange_r_thresh) & (greenband<140)& (greenband>51); 
         
        %MAKE MASK FOR YELLOW PIXELS 
        yellow_r_thresh = 200; 
        yellow_g_thresh = 170; 
        yellowmask=(redband > yellow_r_thresh) & (greenband > yellow_g_thresh); 
         
        mask=yellowmask|redmask|orangemask;  %ROY 
%                 mask=redmask|orangemask;             %RO 
%                 mask=yellowmask;                     %Y 
        redband(mask ~= 1) = 0; 
        greenband(mask ~= 1) = 0; 
        blueband(mask ~= 1) = 0; 
         
        % Remove all objects containing fewer than 30 pixels 
        redband = bwareaopen(redband,30);  
        greenband = bwareaopen(greenband,30);  
        blueband = bwareaopen(blueband,30);  
        % Fill a gap in shapes 
        se = strel('disk',5); 
        redband = imclose(redband,se); 
        greenband = imclose(greenband,se); 
        blueband = imclose(blueband,se); 
        %Fill any holes 
        redband = double(imfill(redband,'holes')); 
        greenband = double(imfill(greenband,'holes')); 
        blueband = double(imfill(blueband,'holes')); 
        nimg(:,:,1) = redband; 
        nimg(:,:,2) = greenband; 
        nimg(:,:,3) = blueband; 
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        nimg=double(nimg); 
%         F=im2frame(nimg); 
%         z = addframe(z,F); 
         
 %% CONVERT IMAGE FROM RGB COLOR SPACE TO L*a*b*COLOR SPACE 
%WHICH QUANTIFIES VISUAL COLOR DIFFERENCES 
                cform = makecform('srgb2lab'); 
                lab_image = applycform(nimg,cform); 
                %% Fuzzy K-Means Clustering 
%CLASSIFY COLORS IN 'a*b*' SPACE USING FUZZY C-MEANS CLUSTERING 
                ab = double(lab_image(:,:,2:3)); 
                nrows = size(ab,1); 
                ncols = size(ab,2); 
                ab = reshape(ab,nrows*ncols,2); 
         
                [cluster_center,U,obj_fcn] = fcm(ab,nColors); 
                iter = size(ab,1); 
                distance=zeros(1,nColors); 
                cluster_idx=zeros(size(ab,1),1); 
                for i=1:iter 
                    for j=1:nColors 
                        distance(j)=norm(ab(i,:)-cluster_center(j,:)); 
                    end 
                    [sx,idx]=sort(distance); 
                    cluster_idx(i,:)=idx(1); 
                end 
%% LABEL EVERY PIXEL IN IMAGE USING K-MEANS RESULTS 
                pixel_labels = reshape(cluster_idx,nrows,ncols); 
%CREATE IMAGES THAT SEGMENT THE IMAGE BY COLOR 
                segmented_images = cell(1,nColors); 
                rgb_label = repmat(pixel_labels,[1 1 3]); 
                means=zeros(nColors,1); 
                numpixels=means; 
                for k = 1:nColors 
                    color = nimg; 
                    color(rgb_label ~= k) = 0; 
                    segmented_images{k} = color; 
                    sums=sum(color(color~=0)); 
                    sizenz=numel(color(color~=0)); 
                    means(k)=sums/sizenz; 
                    numpixels(k)=sizenz; 
                end 
                [pixmeans, pixels_Idx]=sort(numpixels); %Sort By number of pixels 
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                %Arrange classes (small->large) to keep uniform colorscale 
                pixel_labels = pixel_labels + 0.5; 
                for i=nColors:-1:1 
                pixel_labels(pixel_labels==(i+0.5))=find(pixels_Idx==i); 
                end 
                pixel_labels = imresize(pixel_labels,[654 1210]); 
                imshow(pixel_labels,[]) 
                F=getframe; 
                z = addframe(z,F); 













avi = aviread(aviName);                        
[dontneed numberofframes] = size(avi);        % numberofframes, number of frame 
Frames={avi.cdata};                           % frames, video data     
frame0=Frames{1};                             % first frame     
  
redBins=16;greenBins=16;blueBins=16;          % default color quant sheme 
  
startFrame=1;                                   




figure(1),imMask=roipoly(frame0);             % 
[ry,rx]=find(imMask);                         %  
m0=floor(mean([rx,ry]))';                     %  
V0=cov([rx,ry]);                              %  
V0=correctCov(V0,size(rx,1));                 %  
q_u=rgbPDF_SOAMST(double(frame0),m0(1),m0(2),rx,ry,redBins,greenBins,blueBins);  




Cov=V0;                                       %  
V0_searchRegion=enlargeCov(Cov,incre);        %  
Cov_searchRegion=V0_searchRegion;             %  
  
imgHeight=size(frame0,1);                     %  
imgWidth=size(frame0,2);                      %  
  
x_0=m0(1);y_0=m0(2);                          %  
  
saveResults=1;                                % save results 
if saveResults==1 




for i=startFrame:endFrame     
[Ind_searchRegion,Ind_searchRegion_EpanchnikovKernel]=moment2Ellipse(Cov_searc
hRegion);     
[x_0,y_0,CovNew,BhattCoff,iterations,p_u]=rgbTracking_SOAMST(double(Frames{i}),
imgWidth,imgHeight,... 
    q_u,x_0,y_0,... 
    Ind_searchRegion,Ind_searchRegion_EpanchnikovKernel,... 
    omiga,redBins,greenBins,blueBins,i); 
    iterNum(i)=iterations;  
     
    figure(1); 
  
    Ind_targetRegion_AVI=moment2Ellipse(CovNew);                                                 
    Ind_searchRegion_AVI=moment2Ellipse(Cov_searchRegion);                                       
     
    Ind_targetRegionBoundary_AVI=findRegionBoundary_AVI(Ind_targetRegion_AVI);                   
    
Ind_searchRegionBoundary_AVI=findRegionBoundary_AVI(Ind_searchRegion_AVI);                    
     
    
frame=uint8(makeTrackingImage(double(Frames{i}),x_0,y_0,Ind_targetRegionBoundar
y_AVI,3));     
    
frame=uint8(makeTrackingImage(frame,x_0,y_0,Ind_searchRegionBoundary_AVI,4));                
     
    imshow(frame);title(['SOAMST ',num2str(i),'/',num2str(numberofframes)]),drawnow; 
% display tracking results 
    Cov_searchRegion=enlargeCov(CovNew,incre);     % 
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    if saveResults==1 
        avi=addframe(avi,frame); 




    avi=close(avi); 
end 
 
Feature extraction and tracking source code was provided by Ning et al. (2010) but was 
edited for this thesis. 
